Espousing the above notion on the power of imagination, an Inter School competition ‘Craft - N – Creations: Imaginary world of E-waste’ was organized at Lions Public School, Sector-10A, Gurugram on 7 December 2019.

Our very creative and innovative duo Channak Chhoker of Grade I-B and Anvi Gupta of Grade II-B, successfully partook the bout. They brought laurels to the school by bagging the First Position. The ingenious hands and minds crafted a 3D model of an imaginary world using the discarded compact discs, cables, batteries, keyboards, cartridges, computer mouse, telephone chargers etc. The young techno wizards created several items such as minarets, robots, gizmo rides, space shuttles etc. The bout gave students not only a platform to showcase their creative side but it was also an ecologically friendly move that promoted the best use of discarded electronic devices which are otherwise considered as a mere waste.